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INTERNET[image: ]
From copper to Full Fibre to leased lines, your business needs connectivity it can rely on. We've got solutions to suit every business.
 Business Full Fibre[image: ]
The fastest fibre, all the way to your premise. Perfect for data dependent businesses
Business Fibre[image: ]
A business-ready combination of speed, professionalism and affordability
Business Broadband[image: ]
Essential business-grade internet. Speedy and secure, at our lowest price point
Leased line[image: ]
The ultimate in connectivity, a fibreoptic connection that cuts out the cabinet. For guaranteed speeds and bandwidth reserved for your business
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Leased Lines[image: ]
The ultimate in connectivity, a fibreoptic connection that cuts out the cabinet. For guaranteed speeds and bandwidth reserved for your business
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VOICE[image: ]
Our range of voice services will transform the way you do business, giving you a more reliable, cost-effective, secure and flexible way to communicate.
SIP Trunking and Inbound[image: ]
Cost-effective, scalable voice services over the internet. The ideal replacement for traditional ISDN lines. 
Unified Communications[image: ]
Bring your comms channels together to communicate seamlessly, regardless of location, channel, or device. Easy.
Hosted Contact Centres[image: ]
Swap fixed costs for flexibility with a cloud-based contact centre. A virtually perfect solution.
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MANAGED NETWORKING[image: ]
Connect your sites with managed networking solutions, delivered through a choice of access technologies. Take your pick. 
SD-WAN[image: ]
Manage your network traffic seamlessly with the complete control and visibility of secure SD-WAN. Make life simple.
Business Wi-Fi[image: ]
Business-grade Wi-Fi providing a seamless experience for users. A ‘wired-like’ connection on your wireless network. 
Mobile Backup[image: ]
Ensure business continuity with secure 4G and 5G backup. The ideal addition to any primary connection.
Cloud Connect[image: ]
A single direct, private connection to multiple cloud providers. Keep access to the cloud simple and secure.
Network Monitoring[image: ]
Monitor your network performance from anywhere, in real time. Proactive network health management for true peace of mind.
Managed Services[image: ]
Let us manage your network while you take care of business. Peace of mind at a fixed monthly cost. It's that easy.
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	ENTERPRISE[image: ]
Working together we'll help you solve your challenges through better use of connectivity. Strategy-led, network enabled.  
	Retail[image: ]
Retail network solutions for independent start-ups through to some of the biggest names in British retail. And we know one size doesn’t fit all. 
	Hospitality[image: ]
Reliable and flexible network solutions with speeds up to 10Gb providing the basis of your omnichannel service. Keep your guests and customers connected.
	Logistics[image: ]
Highly scalable network solutions give you the resilience and reach to meet evolving customer demands. Let our network support your network. 
	Public Sector[image: ]
Hassle free network solutions with a fast procurement process to support public sector organisations. Supporting you to support others.
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	News & Insights[image: ]
Our supercharged hub of business, product, service and telco insights.
	Customer stories[image: ]
We've helped businesses small, medium large - see some of our success stories.
	Switching guide[image: ]
Your guide to switching
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	Contact us[image: ]
Tell us you’re ready to talk and someone will be in touch
	Support centre[image: ]
Explore our Support Centre to browse articles about our service, check status of orders, pay bills and more
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Business Broadband From Only £16.45 P/M*

Essential business internet for small businesses that need a simple, reliable connection. 
Powered by our Business Wi-Fi Hub 2 – our best router yet. And now starting from as little as £16.45 (ex-VAT. 12-month contract.) per month.

Speak to one of experts today on 03308 088 850

Find the fastest fibre available in your location
Postcode
Landline number


 Can’t find your postcode? [image: ] Check availability [image: arrow-right]
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Business Broadband Deals

It's simple to switch to better business connectivity. Straightforward, unlimited internet. 12-month contracts. Built for small businesses. Pick a package, get connected quickly and stay there.
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 Simply Business Broadband 

 Ideal for small businesses looking for a simple, reliable connection. Pay as you go calls. 


 £16.45 + VAT
 Per month 
12 month contract


[image: ]Download Speed
Up to17Mb/s
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Up to1Mb/s
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 UNLIMITED CALLS 

 Complete Business Broadband 

 Take your broadband further with unlimited calls and free premises move. 


 £22.45 + VAT
 Per month 
12 month contract
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Not sure what you need? 
Don’t worry, our team can help. 
Call us on 08082502401 or start a live chat.
 Request a callback [image: ]
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Our Business Broadband deals Include
[image: ]  

No set up charge and free new line installation**, if needed
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Free Static IP, available on request
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WorkSafe® security included as standard









Key Features
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24-hour, 365-day UK-based support
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Totally unlimited upload and download usage
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12-month contract
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Ultra-reliable network, 99.995% availability
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One of the UK's largest connectivity providers
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Rated 'Excellent' on Trustpilot









 Take your first step into Fibre, for less 
Business Fibre delivers the speed you need at a price that's right for small businesses.
A superfast connection of up to 76 Mb/s coupled with increased reliability, make this perfect for day-to-day business internet tasks. Ready to unlock new ways of working and start doing business better?


 Learn more [image: ]



Take your first step into Fibre, for less
Business Fibre delivers the speed you need at a price that's right for small businesses.
A superfast connection of up to 76 Mb/s coupled with increased reliability, make this perfect for day-to-day business internet tasks. Ready to unlock new ways of working and start doing business better?
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 Why choose TalkTalk Business 
For over 25 years, we’ve supported UK businesses of every shape and size, delivering fantastic connectivity, affordable prices and brilliant service.
We’re proud of our heritage, but we’re always looking forward to what’s next, with a fibre first, future-ready mindset. 
More than 1 in 10 UK businesses use our ultra-reliable network, and with our broad range of cutting-edge solutions, we’ve got everything any business could need to reach its full potential. 


 Why choose us? [image: ]
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We make switching simple

Switching to TalkTalk Business couldn't be easier. Pick the broadband deal you want and we’ll take care of the rest. Get in touch to learn more.



 Chat to an expert today 
The challenges you face and the opportunities you're chasing are unique to your business. 
The need for simple access to reliable connectivity is universal. If you're ready to connect, we're here to help.
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 Our network powers over 500,000 UK businesses, large and small 
From corner shops to corporations, we keep the nation's businesses connected. Find out why our customers trust us to tailor, deliver and support their business internet.


 See their stories [image: ]
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 Frequently asked questions 
		
	What is business broadband? [image: ]Business broadband is an internet service tailored specifically to meet the needs of a modern business, whether that’s in an office or a workspace at home. This is in contrast to residential internet, which is designed to provide connectivity for homes and households.
Understanding the distinct needs between residential and business users is crucial when selecting a connectivity solution. While residential users prioritise download speeds for streaming, businesses heavily reliant on essential online activities such as sharing large files, using cloud-based services or conducting video conferences will need a solution with robust upload speeds.
Even if your business has comparatively basic internet requirements, there are several important advantages of choosing a business internet connection over a residential connection. These include enhanced security features, priority network trafficking and dedicated customer support.


	Is business broadband faster? [image: ]A business broadband connection isn’t necessarily any faster than a residential equivalent, but it does offer other benefits including prioritising business internet traffic data over residential usage. When considering the best internet solution for your operation, it’s important to consider the whole package and not just focus on speeds.
A business-grade connection is designed to cater to the unique needs of businesses and so will include additional features such as enhanced customer support, static IP and security features that go beyond those typically offered by a residential connection.


	Should I get business broadband if I work from home?[image: ]Choosing the right internet connection for a home office largely depends on your specific work requirements, so you will need to evaluate your particular needs.
From a technical perspective, if your work involves basic online tasks like emails, light web browsing and occasional video conferencing, then a basic residential connection may do the job. However, by not opting for a business-grade internet package, you will miss out on the tailored support, business traffic prioritisation and online security that’s crucial for sustained business functionality.
Our Business Broadband offering is a cost-effective solution that provides a stable internet connection tailored for small-scale business needs and is backed by support rated ‘Excellent’ on Trustpilot. It can be used for both your business and home broadband needs.


	How do I choose the best business broadband deal? [image: ]There are several factors to consider when selecting a business broadband package that aligns to your requirements and budget. 
Begin by assessing your business's specific connectivity needs, including the number of internet users, daily online activities and future growth projections. Evaluate the offered speeds, network reliability and customer support provided by different service providers. 
Look for deals that offer a balance between affordability and the services your business requires, ensuring that the package meets your connectivity requirements without unnecessary extras.
For expert advice, please reach out to our team on 03308 088 850 or start a live chat. We’ll be happy to help you choose the best connectivity package for your operation.


	How fast will my connection be?[image: ]Simply use our availability checker to see the estimated speed of your line or call our team on 03308 088 850 and we'll check it for you.












  Switching to TalkTalk Business broadband 
		
	Will there be any ‘downtime’ when I join TalkTalk Business?[image: ]You should experience little or no downtime during the switchover. We will keep you up to date with the latest progress and let you know when and if you're going to be offline. This shouldn't be more than a couple of hours on the day of the switchover.


	What happens if I currently have internet from Virgin?[image: ]If you're currently with Virgin you will have a new line installation and a new landline number.


	Will my line rental switch to TalkTalk Business?[image: ]With our Simply and Complete packages, we switch your internet and line rental to TalkTalk Business, so you'll only get one bill each month.


	What happens if I am still in contract with another provider?[image: ]You will probably be charged a cancellation fee by your current provider for leaving your contract. You might decide to leave regardless, as the cost of this fee will be quickly offset by the savings on our unbeatable broadband packages. Please consult the terms and conditions of your contract when leaving your current provider.


	I have an alarm system that uses my phone line. Can I join TalkTalk Business?[image: ]Some alarm systems are compatible with the TalkTalk Business network, please check with your alarm provider.


	What if I don't want to make any calls at all?[image: ]You have the option to block all outgoing calls (excluding emergency services). Once your line is active please contact our Customer Services Team.





 See more 





 The small print 
		
	The International Builder[image: ]For £5.00/month, you get 500 call minutes to our top-rated countries, ideal if you spend over 12 minutes a day calling international destinations.
Countries covered with the International Builder
Europe: Austria, Belgium, Canary Islands, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Isle of Man, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
Asia-Pacific: Australia, China, New Zealand, Singapore
North America: Canada, USA


	Terms and conditions[image: ]Please see our terms and conditions for full details including terms of use.
If the contract is terminated within the minimum term, charges may apply as stated in the standard terms and conditions.
Simply Business Broadband includes pay as you go calls.
If you take any of our additional Builders, separate terms and conditions apply. All bundle minutes will be charged at standard rates.
	Broadband speed is subject to a line test and factors including, but not limited to, local availability and distance from the exchange.

	Unlimited calls refers to 01, 02, 03 landline numbers and 07 UK mobile numbers only (excludes calls to Channel Islands, dial-up internet, internet access, premium rate and revenue share numbers).

	Up to 2 business premise moves within a 12-month period are allowed free of charge with our 'Complete' packages.

	Free calling features with our 'Complete' packages are call waiting, caller display, multi calling threeway.

	Caller display is free on all 'Simply' packages.

	Subscriber call forward only.

	Static IP addresses are available upon request.

	Free standard new line installation is available to all new 'Simply' or 'Complete' package customers on our network.**


** If in order to provide your service it involves non-standard engineering work such as work on internal trunking & tray work, breaking through walls, additional poles, ducts and cables etc. it may not be possible to provide free line installation and may mean that we are not able to provide you with a service at all.


	Free installation**[image: ]**Subject to site survey.


	View our call tariffs[image: ]Standard call charges for non-inclusive services:
	Peak (Mon-Fri 9am-5pm)	5.5p/min

	Off-Peak (Mon-Fri 5pm-9am & all weekend)	5.5p/min

	Landline Connection Fee	8p

	Mobile	9.95p/min

	3 Network	15.95p/min

	Mobile Connection Fee	8p

	International (from)	2.4p/min

	118114 directory enquiry service (connection)	83.3p

	118114 directory enquiry service (per minute)	83.3p/min

All prices exclude VAT. For full details of our call charges, see our Master Price List.







	The Business Broadband Speeds Code of Practice[image: ]The Business Broadband Speeds Code of Practice has been introduced by Ofcom to provide customers purchasing standard business broadband services with transparent and accurate information on their broadband speeds. 
At TalkTalk, we believe it’s right and fair to inform customers of the speeds they can expect to receive before they sign up to our services, which is why we provide estimated broadband speeds to you at point of sale, including your Minimum Guaranteed Speed.
We also know it’s vital to deliver these speeds consistently, so if your download speed falls below the Minimum Guaranteed Speed and cannot be rectified within 30 days of reporting the issue, you have the right to exit your contract without termination penalty.
We’re proud to have been amongst the first internet service providers in the UK to have signed up to Business Broadband Speeds Code of Practice and believe this reflects our ongoing commitment to delivering for our customers.
If you would like more about the Business Broadband Code please visit: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/phones-telecoms-and-internet/information-for-industry/codes-of-practice


	Who does the Code of Practice apply to?[image: ]The code applies to customers taking new TalkTalk Business broadband services, home moves or upgrades and is effective from 30th September 2016. Prior to this date, Minimum Guaranteed Speeds will not have been recorded at point of sale, so we are unable to offer the right to exit. However, we will endeavour to provide you with the best possible speeds for your line. If you are unhappy with the speeds you are receiving at any time, please call our Customer Services team on 0800 083 3003, who will be happy to investigate.





 See more 





 Business Broadband Terms and Conditions* 
		
	Business Broadband[image: ]Simply Business Broadband £16.45 per month. Complete Business Broadband £22.45 per month. Subject to 12-month term, availability and survey. The monthly price for these services will rise in March each year. Increases will be calculated by multiplying your existing charges by the Consumer Price Index rate (but not including any negative rates); plus an amount of up to 3.7%. After minimum term prices revert to out of contract rates which can be found in our Price List. All prices exclude VAT.
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